We investigate both experimentally and numerically the space-time dynamics of an ultrashort laser pulse during self-focusing and nonlinear propagation in water by means of a time-gated angular-spectrum characterization. The results identify the formation of shock fronts on both trailing and leading edges of the wave packet that are due to the formation of subluminal and superluminal group velocity intensity peaks, sustained by conical emission. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.76.025801 PACS number͑s͒: 42.65.Tg, 41.20.Jb, 42.65.Jx, 42.65.Sf Temporal-shock formation manifests itself as the selfsteepening of a wave packet ͑WP͒ propagating in a nonlinear material when the velocity of the peak differs from that of the wings ͓1͔. This general phenomenon, featuring acoustics, electromagnetic microwaves, and plasmas ͓2͔, had been widely investigated in the sixties also in the optical range. For example, in the framework of a plane-wave model, a Kerr nonlinearity leading to a refraction index that increases with intensity ͑n 2 Ͼ 0͒ supports a peak that travels slower than the rest of the pulse. This creates a shock on the trailing edge ͑a "trailing shock"͒, accompanied by a broadening of the blueshifted part of the spectrum ͓1͔. Although in real settings dispersion will not allow self-steepening to form an infinite gradient, we still speak of shock-front formation when the front approaches its minimum allowed duration. Trailing shocks, outlined by wave-breaking oscillations, were later observed in optical fibers ͓3͔. As to propagation in bulk media and so the interplay between space and time effects, Gaeta has demonstrated the link existing between shock dynamics and the spectacular supercontinuum generation ͑SCG͒ ͓4͔. Specifically, in the investigated regime ͑i.e., the catastrophic collapse in a 5 mm sapphire sample͒, spacetime focusing and self-steepening were shown to create a trailing shock too, consistently with what was presented also in a later investigation on SCG ͓5-8͔. In this scenario, the blueshifted SCG is enhanced, while the redshifted SCG is expected to be weaker. Yet in a regime of ultrashort-pulse filamentation in condensed media, where longer samples, looser focusing, and higher power are typically adopted ͓9͔, numerics and experiments have shown redshifted axial SCG even further extended than the blueshifted side ͓10,11͔. Notably, evidence of self-steepening of the rising front can be seen in previous numerical works ͑e.g., ͓7,12͔͒, although the emergence of leading shocks has never been explicitly discussed.
Temporal-shock formation manifests itself as the selfsteepening of a wave packet ͑WP͒ propagating in a nonlinear material when the velocity of the peak differs from that of the wings ͓1͔. This general phenomenon, featuring acoustics, electromagnetic microwaves, and plasmas ͓2͔, had been widely investigated in the sixties also in the optical range. For example, in the framework of a plane-wave model, a Kerr nonlinearity leading to a refraction index that increases with intensity ͑n 2 Ͼ 0͒ supports a peak that travels slower than the rest of the pulse. This creates a shock on the trailing edge ͑a "trailing shock"͒, accompanied by a broadening of the blueshifted part of the spectrum ͓1͔. Although in real settings dispersion will not allow self-steepening to form an infinite gradient, we still speak of shock-front formation when the front approaches its minimum allowed duration. Trailing shocks, outlined by wave-breaking oscillations, were later observed in optical fibers ͓3͔. As to propagation in bulk media and so the interplay between space and time effects, Gaeta has demonstrated the link existing between shock dynamics and the spectacular supercontinuum generation ͑SCG͒ ͓4͔. Specifically, in the investigated regime ͑i.e., the catastrophic collapse in a 5 mm sapphire sample͒, spacetime focusing and self-steepening were shown to create a trailing shock too, consistently with what was presented also in a later investigation on SCG ͓5-8͔. In this scenario, the blueshifted SCG is enhanced, while the redshifted SCG is expected to be weaker. Yet in a regime of ultrashort-pulse filamentation in condensed media, where longer samples, looser focusing, and higher power are typically adopted ͓9͔, numerics and experiments have shown redshifted axial SCG even further extended than the blueshifted side ͓10,11͔. Notably, evidence of self-steepening of the rising front can be seen in previous numerical works ͑e.g., ͓7,12͔͒, although the emergence of leading shocks has never been explicitly discussed.
Recently, the spatiotemporal reshaping featuring ultrashort-pulse filamentation has been explained as the spontaneous formation of nonlinear X waves ͓12͔. This interpretation links the observed colored conical emission ͑CCE͒ to the inherent X-wave angular dispersion ͑i.e., the dependence of temporal frequencies on angles͒ ͓13͔. In the context of X-wave modeling, axial SCG has been interpreted as the result of a phase mismatched three-wave-mixing interaction ͓12,14͔. However, no connection is given to shockfront formation as the analysis has been limited to the far field. In this Brief Report we report on the evidence of the interplay between shock front and X-wave dynamics. The result is obtained by implementing an experimental technique capable of monitoring the angular spectrum ͑AS͒ of each temporal slice of the optical pulse while it propagates in the nonlinear medium, thus linking the features in the farfield spectrum to those in the near-field intensity profile. The method allows us to demonstrate the existence not only of trailing but also of leading shock fronts, which were never considered before. The gated angular spectrum technique ͑GAS͒ adopted in our experiment is based on a nonlinear gating, performed by frequency mixing in a ͑2͒ BBO crystal the WP under investigation with an ultrashort optical gate ͓15͔. The generated sum frequency ͑SF͒ signal reproduces, at shorter wavelengths, the pulse field profile within the gate. By changing the delay between pulse and gate and by recording the AS of the SF signal for each delay, we determine the temporal origin of the various ͑angle and frequency͒ components of the WP spectrum. The adopted imaging refractive optics add different delays to different frequencies so that numerical experiments have been used for an interpretation of the results. Here, we investigate CCE and shock-front dynamics of 160 fs, 800 nm laser pulses undergoing filamentation in water. The input pulse, delivered by a Ti:sapphire laser system ͑Spitfire, Spectra-Physics͒ at 1 kHz repetition rate, was loosely focused into the nonlinear sample. The diameter of the Gaussian beam on the entrance face of the cuvette was 100 m. The propagation distance was fixed at z = 3 cm and the input energy at 3.3 J. This corresponds to an input peak power P Ӎ 11P cr , with the critical power for self-focusing defined as P cr = 3.77 2 / ͑8n 0 n 2 ͒, where , n 0 , n 2 = 3.2 ϫ 10 −16 cm 2 / W are the vacuum wavelength and the linear *francesca.bragheri@unipv.it and nonlinear refractive index, respectively. Figure 1͑a͒ shows a numerically calculated spectrum ͑model described below and input conditions as in the experiment͒, which highlights the main spectral features under investigation. Blueshifted CCE is observed with relatively large angles while the redshifted CCE is much less visible and confined to smaller angles due to the vicinity of the zero-dispersion wavelength ͓16͔. The on-axis ͑ ϳ 0͒ spectrum is dominated by the supercontinuum that exhibits new frequencies on both blue and red sides. We have observed similar spectra experimentally for a wide range of materials, including water with the same input conditions ͓10,17͔. Figures 1͑b͒-1͑f͒ show the measured GAS for increasing delay times. The zero delay is defined with respect to the peak of a linearly propagating input Gaussian pulse. For large negative delays axial redshifted emission is very evident ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒. Moving closer to zero delay ͓Fig. 1͑c͔͒ the wavelength shift decreases; in other words, we observe a frequency chirp. For time slices centered around zero delay ͓Figs. 1͑e͒ and 1͑f͔͒ the axial redshifted or blueshifted components disappear and are replaced by a strong off-axis generation corresponding to CCE. Finally, on the trailing part of the WP ͓Fig. 1͑f͔͒ we observe no CCE but again axial emission, this time blueshifted with respect to the input wavelength. In order to underline the origin of the temporal chirp, we propose in Fig. 2͑a͒ a different representation of the same results, by plotting the measured temporal ͑angular-integrated͒ spectrum as a function of delay. The figure highlights a clear linear chirp of the redshifted spectral components at negative delays ͑solid black line in the figure, with slope −0.2 nm/ fs͒, which have temporal duration T 1 Ӎ 110 fs centered at Ӎ −170 fs. Relying upon data presented in Fig. 1 , we interpret this as the redshifted component of the axial continuum and we attribute this emission as due to a rising steep front in the temporal pulse profile. In order to estimate the ͑minimum͒ half width at half maximum duration T 0 of this front inside the medium, we should account for the chirp introduced by the two lenses ͑fused silica, ϳ1 cm total thickness͒ used to image the output facet of the water sample onto the nonlinear gating crystal. By exploiting the equation
, where ␤ 2 = 362 fs 2 / cm is the group velocity dispersion ͑GVD͒ coefficient of fused silica, we obtain T 0 = 3 fs, i.e., a figure compatible with a rising shock front in the leading portion of the wave packet. Finally, we note that a weak falling front in the blueshifted spectral region at positive delays ͑ Ӎ 300 fs͒ is noticeable in Fig. 2͑a͒ , which should be linked with the axial blueshifted continuum seen in Fig. 1 .
In what follows we present the results of our numerical experiments. The model ͓11͔ is based on the nonlinear equation governing the evolution of the envelope E͑r , t , z͒ of the linearly polarized pulse of central frequency 0 , along the propagation axis as follows:
where t ϵ t lab − z / v g denotes the retarded time, k͑͒ ϵ n͑͒ / c the wave number of the Fourier components, k 0 ϵ k͑ 0 ͒, v g ϵ ‫ץ͉‬ / ‫ץ‬k͉ 0 denotes the group velocity, and U ϵ ͑1+ 
The nonlinear term N͑E͒ includes the optical Kerr effect and nonlinear losses ͑NLL͒ with order K = 5 and cross section ␤ K = 1 ϫ 10 −48 cm 7 / W 4 . The operator T ϵ 1 + i 0 ‫ץ‬ ‫ץ‬t in front of the Kerr term is responsible for pulse self-steepening and optical shocks ͓4,18͔. Due to the relatively low peak intensities reached under our experimental conditions ͑ϳ3 TW/ cm 2 ͒ and small pulse duration, self-generated plasma has been neglected ͑see also comments in Ref. ͓4͔͒. The linear propagation in the dispersive imaging optics is also suitably accounted for. Figures 1͑g͒-1͑k͒ show the computed GAS slices for input pulse, nonlinear material, and imaging conditions as in our experiments. The optimum agreement with experimental results under such detailed diagnostics indicates the adequateness of the chosen model and numerical tool for the investigated regime. Figures 2͑b͒ and  2͑c͒ show the computed counterpart of Fig. 2͑a͒ in the absence and in the presence of dispersive propagation in the imaging optics, respectively. The latter confirms the optimum agreement with the experiment, both in the overall time-wavelength profile and in the value of the chirp of the redshifted continuum ͑see the full line, with slope −0.24 nm/ fs͒. Figure 2͑b͒ , however, indicates that at the sample output the redshifted components should be actually given by two temporally separated events ͑indicated with "1" and "2" in the figure͒, associated to two fronts, the first one with duration of ϳ55 fs and chirp −0.7 nm/ fs and the second one with duration of ϳ30 fs and chirp −1.31 nm/ fs. Note that the presence of two redshifted fronts at different delays could be also inferred by the two-spot interference structure featuring the large-delay axial spectra in Figs. 1͑b͒-1͑g͒. The fact that the front rise time in Fig. 2͑b͒ is smaller with respect to that shown in Fig. 2͑c͒ shows the relevant impact of dispersive broadening in the imaging optics. The fact that the same quantity is larger than T 0 shows the importance of the dispersive broadening inside the nonlinear sample, shocks being eventually formed for z Ͻ 3 cm.
The analysis of the computed propagation inside the nonlinear sample illustrates how the WP undergoes successive pulse splitting, accompanied by X-wave formation and selfsteepening of both trailing and leading fronts. In Fig. 3 the numerically calculated on-axis intensity profiles are shown for different propagation distances. At z = 1.2 cm, a falling shock front is formed on the trailing split pulse, characterized by a HWHM duration of 7 fs. Note the occurrence of fast oscillations at larger delays, which should be taken as signature of the wave breaking usually associated to the formation of a shock front ͓3͔. Similarly, at z = 1.8 cm a rising shock front develops in the leading split pulse, with a similar HWHM duration of 8.5 fs and an analogous wave-breaking effect. Finally, for z = 1.9 cm and z = 2.5 cm two other shocks form in the trailing and leading parts of the WP, respectively. The dynamics between z = 0 and z = 3 cm leads therefore to the formation of two falling ͑indicated with "1" and "3"͒ and two rising ͑indicated with "2" and "4" in Fig. 3͒ shock fronts, each of them leading to a distinct on-axis spectral continuum emission. Notably, it is the interference between these temporally shifted shocks that gives rise to the fringes in the axial emission apparent in the time-integrated spectra in Fig. 1͑a͒ ͓10͔ .
Relying upon far-field AS characterizations, the pulse splitting has been recently described in terms of spontaneous formation of superluminal and subluminal X waves ͓12,19͔.
Here we draw attention to the near-field profile of the formed X waves, which differs substantially from the symmetrical, biconical ͑i.e., clepsydralike͒ shape featuring the exact nonlinear stationary regime ͓13͔. Figure 4͑a͒ shows the entire WP r-t intensity distribution computed for z = 1.8 cm, i.e., at the position in the cuvette where the first leading shock occurs ͓see the corresponding on-axis profile in Fig. 3͑b͔͒ . The inset zoom around the shock shows the actual shape of what we call a "shocked X wave," which travels at superluminal velocity and is composed by a virtually plane-wave steep front on the outer side and a conical structure facing toward the inner portion of the pulse. Figure 4͑b͒ shows the AS corresponding to a 20 fs time slice centered at = −100 fs, i.e., at the leading shock front. Note the extended, redshifted, axial tail, which is free from angular dispersion and corresponds to the plane shock; note also the conical structure at the blueshifted side of the spectrum, where angular disper- sion is evident. This result demonstrates that axial and conical emission do not originate from separate temporal portions of the pulse, as one might erroneously infer from data shown in Fig. 1 due to limitation imposed by dispersion. Similar dynamics were observed for the other three shock fronts.
The connection between the axial and conical spectral broadening leads to an original interpretation of the physics lying behind the rising shock-front formation. Indeed, conical emission is an indication of the formation of X waves and, in particular, the pulse splitting process has been interpreted as the formation of two split nonlinear X waves, one traveling with subluminal, the other with superluminal group velocity with respect to the unperturbed background that is traveling at the luminal group velocity v g L = ͉d / dk͉ 0 ͓19͔. In other words, the nonlinearity induces an angular dispersion that in turn induces a variation of the pulse velocity. If we consider the trailing pulse ͑v g Ͻ v g L ͒ then we recover the well known situation in which the intensity peak travels slower than the surrounding wings and accumulates at the trailing edge. However, for the leading split pulse ͑v g Ͼ v g L ͒ the opposite will occur and energy will accumulate at the leading edge, thus explaining the formation of the rising shock front.
In conclusion, we have characterized for the first time the dynamics of conical emission ͑CE͒ and shock-front formation, generated by filamentation in water, by their timeresolved angular spectra. Our results identify the spatiotemporal localization of the various spectral components of supercontinuum in the X wave, showing that the temporal edges ͑i.e., rising and falling fronts, respectively, of the leading and trailing pulses͒ of the WP generate the redshifted and blueshifted axial radiation. This radiation is enhanced by self-steepening and shock-front formation that arises due to the interplay between the Kerr nonlinearity and the subluminal or superluminal group velocity propagation of the intensity peaks. Moreover, the simultaneous presence of CE and white-light axial supercontinuum in the AS shows that these features are both manifestations of the same physical process, i.e., the generation of what we may call shocked X waves.
